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ABSTRACT
High-level synthesis (HLS) can greatly facilitate the description of complex hardware implementations, by raising the level of abstraction up to a classical imperative language such as C/C++, usually augmented with vendor-specific pragmas and APIs. Despite productivity improvements, attaining high performance for the final design remains a challenge, and higher-level tools like source-to-source compilers have been developed to generate programs targeting HLS toolchains. These tools may generate highly complex HLS-ready C/C++ code, reducing the programming effort and enabling critical optimizations. However, whether these HLS-friendly programs are produced by a human or a tool, validating their correctness or exposing bugs otherwise remains a fundamental challenge.

In this work we target the problem of efficiently checking the semantics equivalence between two programs written in C/C++ as a means to ensuring the correctness of the description provided to the HLS toolchain, by proving an optimized code version fully preserves the semantics of the unoptimized one. We introduce a novel formal verification approach that combines concrete and abstract interpretation with a hybrid symbolic analysis. Notably, our approach is mostly agnostic to how control-flow, data storage, and dataflow are implemented in the two programs. It can prove equivalence under complex bufferization and loop/syntax transformations, for a rich class of programs with statically interpretable control-flow. We present our techniques and their complete end-to-end implementation, demonstrating how our system can verify the correctness of highly complex programs generated by source-to-source compilers for HLS, and detect bugs that may elude co-simulation.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Software and its engineering → Software verification.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, high-level synthesis (HLS) has been increasingly adopted for specialized hardware design targeting FPGAs and ASICs [9, 10, 27]. To achieve good performance, users apply source-to-source transformations on HLS algorithm specifications, necessitating substantial program rewriting and intricate compositions of program transformations. Such customizations for HLS, whether applied manually by a designer, or by (domain-specific) compilers for HLS such as AutoSA [43], HeteroCL [25] or the AMD Merlin compiler [47], may introduce subtle bugs that cannot be easily detected during testing or simulation. It remains a fundamental challenge to efficiently verify the correctness of a program optimized for HLS under a rich set of hardware-oriented optimizations. Modern HLS design process typically starts from an algorithmic description and undergoes a series of source-to-source transformations [32] before synthesis. The goal is to transform the algorithmic descriptions to hardware-friendly ones that can generate high-quality RTL. While some transformations can be expressed by adding vendor-specific pragmas, many crucial optimizations require substantial changes in control-flow structure, I/O approach, on-chip buffer management, function boundaries, and exposing concurrency. For example, to transform a matrix multiplication kernel into a high-throughput systolic array (SA), one needs to build a customized memory hierarchy, an array of vectorized processing elements (PEs), and an I/O network [43]. Finally, one needs to tune the design to maximize the performance while meeting the resource constraints, and enable parallel execution of the PEs. Every source-to-source transformation applied to the files supplied to the HLS toolchain for eventual synthesis involves extensive rewriting. This process is prone to errors and can be time-consuming to debug.

We target the problem of verifying the correctness of source-to-source transformations by proving the semantics equivalence between two programs. We leverage two properties that often manifest in high-performance HLS designs: fixed kernel sizes and static control flow. Many spatial architectures have a fixed size, e.g. SAs [43]. Many hardware accelerated applications such as video processing, convolutional neural networks, and large language models typically have a static control flow. Technically we support any control flow whose branches can be unambiguously evaluated through concrete interpretation. This set of programs is formally defined as statically interpretable control-flow (SICF) programs in Sec. 3.

In this work we propose a novel framework to prove the semantic equivalence between a pair of programs, where one program is a substitute for the other, built after applying source-to-source transformations for HLS. We overcome the difficulty to support a rich set of optimizations when proving their equivalence: our equivalence system is agnostic to how the code is implemented, be it in terms of storage or loop structure, communication scheme, etc. This
future-proof design enables support for emerging optimizations. In particular, we can prove equivalence under any loop transformation approach, code refactoring, insertion of local/reuse buffers, insertion of FIFOs for communication, including blocking FIFOs for communication/synchronization using coarse-grain dataflow-style concurrency, etc. However, we note that by design our work is independent from any specific HLS toolchain: we verify the equivalence of two C/C++ source programs that are input to a HLS toolchain. Assuming the HLS backend used is correct, then whichever the HLS approach implemented, necessarily the two programs would compute the same output if given the same inputs, if we have verified them equivalent. We make the following contributions:

- We present an end-to-end, fully implemented system to prove the equivalence between a pair of functions in the C/C++ language, under meaningful and practical restrictions.
- We combine partial concrete evaluation of specific program parts with a symbolic analysis to make the system robust to a rich set of code transformations, including key optimizations for HLS, such as loop transformations, bufferization, data layout changes, blocking/non-blocking FIFO communications, etc.
- We provide extensive experimental evaluation, demonstrating the ability of our system to quickly verify the correctness of advanced optimizations, including AutoSA-generated matrix-multiply 64x64 systolic array designs over 145,000 lines of code, the inference of a full BERT layer optimized for FPGAs, or a variety of numerical kernels optimized with HeteroCL, in seconds to minutes while using a single CPU core.

2 APPROACH TO VERIFICATION

We now outline our approach to proving the equivalence between two programs, which is designed with the following considerations.

We target optimized loop-based functions, with the objective of being mostly independent from the syntax used to implement these functions, and reasoning instead on the semantics of the program computations. The class of program we support, which includes for example affine programs [28], encompasses a broad range of applications such as linear algebra, image processing, data mining, machine learning, physics simulation, and more [37], as well as modern deep learning inference computations [25, 35]. Our coverage extends way beyond programs that are syntactically analyzable as polyhedral programs: in Sec. 3, we define for the first time a novel class called Statically Interpretable Control-Flow (SICF) programs, which we handle in time and space linear with the number of operations executed in the programs.

As our approach is mostly agnostic to the syntax used, that is how the program has been written, we cover a wide variety of program transformations that are typically implemented for high-performance HLS designs — arbitrary loop transformations, arbitrary statement transformations, and arbitrary storage and data transfer approaches (e.g., scalarization, local and multi-buffering, data transfers using FIFOs). To the best of our knowledge, this is the richest set of code transformations supported in a single automated program equivalence tool.

Finally we target a practical system capable of formally proving equivalence, subject to a meaningful set of restrictions, while maintaining high throughput for proof computation — our formal verification system offers roughly the performance of code simulation, processing at approximately 0.5 million statements per second, utilizing just a single CPU core.

We immediately set a number of restrictions on the class of programs we support for our system to be able to prove their equivalence. First, we do not prove equivalent arbitrary pairs of programs: we specifically reason only on a pair of programs \( P_A, P_B \) such that \( P_B \) is meant to replace \( P_A \) in a larger program. That is, these two programs are necessarily called with the exact same environment [12], for every possible execution. Second, as we require the control-flow to be statically interpretable, a looser condition than for static analyses where the control-flow shall be statically analyzable (e.g., using polyhedral structures [15]), we typically require the problem sizes to be known at compile-time. We do not support parametric loop nest analysis. This requirement arises also when performing co-simulation or testing, and can be partially alleviated by proving equivalence once for each element in a set of problem sizes.

With these objectives and restrictions in mind, we now introduce the key principles of our approach, each developed later in this paper. We illustrate the concepts to prove equivalent the pair of simple programs shown in Lst. 1. For clarity we use explicitly the AMD Vitis HLS semantics for FIFOs and dataflow region declaration, but our approach is not specific to any HLS toolchain in particular.

// Program \( P_A \), the original program:
```c
void matvec(float* restrict A, float* restrict x, float* restrict y, int N) {
    for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
        y[i] = 0;
        for (int j = 0; j < N; ++j)
            y[i] += A[i*N + j] * x[j];
    }
}
```

// Program \( P_B \), a replacement for program \( P_A \):
```c
typedef hls::stream<float> fifo_t;
void data_in(fifo_t & fifo_A, fifo_t & fifo_x, float* A, float* x, int N) {
    for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
        fifo_A.write(A[i]);
        for (int j = 0; j < N; ++j)
            fifo_x.write(x[j]);
    }
}
```

// Program \( P_B \) core:
```c
void matvec_core(fifo_t & fifo_A, fifo_t & fifo_x, float* A, float* x, y, int N) {
    for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) x_buff[i] = fifo_x.read();
    for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {
        float y_temp = 0; int j;
        for (j = 0; j + 1 < N; j += 2) {
            y_temp += fifo_A.read() * x_buff[j];
            y_temp += fifo_A.read() * x_buff[j+1];
        }
        y[i] = y_temp;
    }
}
```

Listing 1: Illustrating example: dense matrix-vector product.
As shown later we cover a complex range of code and data transformations, however this example already illustrates changing I/O, storage, statements, and loops in the program. We are not aware of any tool that can currently prove the equivalence between these programs within a single framework: for example, both ISA [42], based on static analysis, and PolyCheck, based on a more general dynamic analysis [6] would fail to prove equivalence: statements cannot be matched between the two programs as they differ in storage. To prove that \( P_A \) is equivalent to \( P_B \) for the calling context considered (which provides the problem sizes here), our approach operates as follows:

- We aim to build a symbolic canonical representation of the computation that is performed to produce the value of each memory cell that is live-in/live-out for the program. In the case of well-defined functions without side effects, the class we support, this set of cells is captured in the function arguments. This representation shall be independent of which statement(s) were used to produce the computation, as well as any temporary storage implemented. This is presented in Sec. 4.
- We prove equivalence by computing if this canonical representation is identical between both programs, for every live-in/live-out memory cell. This is presented in Sec. 5.
- To be robust to “any” implementation of the program and its control-flow, we rely on a partial concrete interpretation for the program, which will concretely evaluate control-flow expressions and simplify them as possible. When an expression cannot be concretely evaluated, it is automatically promoted to symbolic representation, during interpretation. If the interpreter reaches the end of the program control, then and only then can we prove the programs equivalent, if their per-cell computation representations are fully identical. This is presented in Sec. 3.
- We prove equivalence when using FIFOs of a given depth, non-blocking and blocking, sequentially and with coarse-grain dataflow-style concurrent execution of functions that write/read the FIFOs, as in programs generated by AutoSA. This is presented in Sec. 6.

We build a representation of the computation producing a value stored in memory cell (e.g., \( y[0] \)) in the form of a graph, specifically a computation directed acyclic graph (CDAG) [14, 34]. We formally define CDAG in Sec. 4.1. Fig. 1 shows an excerpt of CDAGs built for program \( P_B \). Every variable in the program which can be concretely evaluated is, that is expressions such as \( A[0] \) are replaced by their result during interpretation, giving values 0, 1,.., which are used to identify the memory cells being addressed. When an expression cannot be computed, for example because it uses a live-in, unknown value such as \( A[0] \), the expression is automatically promoted to a symbolic representation: its CDAG. At every assignment the current CDAG is stored, so that it can be used as replacement for the next use of the variable. The process is repeated for every iteration of \( j \), and one CDAG per \( y[i] \) is eventually created.

When interpreting \( P_B \) sequentially, we emulate the FIFO API by implementing \( \text{fifo.read()} \) and \( \text{fifo.write()} \) via a simple array \( \text{fifo[]} \) and its start/end positions in \( C \), which is processed by the interpreter. We discuss in Sec. 6 the details of verifying FIFOs, sequentially or in dataflow-style mode.

Note this construction process is agnostic to how storage and computations are implemented: creating scalars and different loop nests simply leads here to building the same CDAG that is eventually stored in \( y[i] \) for both \( P_A \) and \( P_B \).

If and only if the control-flow interpreter has reached the end of the program control, we have built CDAGs for every live-in/live-out memory cell touched by the program. We can then compute their equivalence by checking, cell by cell, whether the CDAGs are fully isomorphic. If so, we have proven the programs are equivalent. We can catch errors in the loop nests, handling of FIFO (e.g. incomplete data, deadlocks, etc.), in how statements are scheduled wrt. dependences, etc. Here we prove \( P_A \) and \( P_B \) equivalent for \( N = 100 \) (and any \( A_i \), \( x \)) in 0.4s.

Usually, transformations should not alter the number and relative order of dependent operations for the isomorphism check to be successful. However as discussed in Sec. 5, our post-normalization of the CDAG enables the support of transformations exploiting associativity/commutativity of operations, as well as some changes in the set of operations computed, if a set of semantics-preserving rewrite rules is agreed on.

---

**Figure 1: Excerpt of interpretation for \( y[0] \) with \( N = 2 \) for \( P_B \)** — When interpreting a statement, first every variable referenced is replaced by its content from the interpreter memory, if any. Integer sub-expressions are then simplified with concrete evaluation, and the result is stored in memory: B1 assigns 0 to \( y_{\text{temp}} \). Then the first \( j \) loop is interpreted, storing 0 for \( j \), testing \( 2 < 2 \), transferring control to the next \( j \) loop. It tests 0 < 2 and moves to interpreting its body. For B2, in the RHS \( y_{\text{temp}} \) is replaced by its current value, 0, \( \text{fifo.A.read()} \) is replaced by its first written element, the symbolic (live-in) value \( A[0] \), as well as \( x[0] \) for \( x_{\text{buff}[0]} \). As these values are symbolic, the entire expression is symbolic, stored as a CDAG for \( y_{\text{temp}} \). When B3 is interpreted, we replace \( y_{\text{temp}} \) by its CDAG from memory, creating a new CDAG, now stored for \( y_{\text{temp}} \). Once loop \( j \) terminates, B4 assigns the CDAG of \( y_{\text{temp}} \) to the live-out \( y[0] \).
3 AST-BASED HYBRID INTERPRETER

We now present our concrete interpreter to automatically build CDAGs for programs. We have implemented support for a large subset of the C/C++ language, within the PAST [3, 36] library. PAST is a generic, language-independent Abstract Syntax Tree library, equipped with a parser from C to PAST, built using flex/bison ANSI C grammars by Lee and Degener [4].

3.1 Architecture of the Interpreter

The interpreter operates on a PAST tree representing an input, compilable program. Contrary to a full C interpreter, it does not require a complete program to be provided: it supports any code region, and functions with their definitions provided. Any value which is not computable during interpretation will be considered symbolic, allowing the interpreter to proceed even without the concrete data the program operates on. The interpreter is made of:

- An AST traversal mechanism, that implements all control-flow operations of the program, including function calls, variable declarations, etc. This is presented in Sec. 3.2.
- A concrete expression evaluator, used to evaluate and simplify expressions typically used for control-flow and array subscript expressions. This evaluator must implement the same exact concrete semantics as the target hardware for which programs are proved equivalent: identical overflow behavior, support of different bitwidths, etc. This is presented in Sec. 3.4.
- A memory storage system, to store concrete and symbolic values for every variable touched during interpretation, this includes temporary/local variables. We implement a dynamically allocated sparse tensor approach to this end, this is presented in Sec. 3.3.
- A CDAG building system, which manipulates symbolic expressions building them by partial evaluation, presented in Sec. 4.

3.2 AST Traversal for Interpretation

Our interpreter traverses the program AST following C/C++ execution conventions. It terminates when there are no more instructions to interpret, that is, it has reached the end of the control-flow of the region analyzed. We support most classical C constructs: for, while, do-while, if, switch, return, break as well as function definitions and function calls. When a function is called, its definition must be available in the region analyzed, and control is simply transferred to this function. We support pass-by-value and pass-by-reference for function calls. We require that all functions’ arguments are restrict to ensure no aliasing, as we do not perform any aliasing analysis and assume different named arguments point to different memory regions.

We support variable declarations, and a very limited form of pointer arithmetic and type casting currently, however this is only a limitation of our current implementation, since supporting those in full does not pose any particular technical challenges.

3.3 Interpreter Memory

The interpreter maintains a memory for the program. Every variable (or memory cell for an array) accessed during the program has associated storage, where we store (a) whether the variable is (currently) symbolic or concrete; (b) the concrete value or the symbolic CDAG representing the expression to compute that variable; (c) whether the variable is live-in or not (that is, it is being read before being written); and (d) statistics useful for subsequent program optimizations, such as the number of reads/writes to the variable. To control memory storage size, and especially in the case of manipulating arrays, we implement a dynamically allocated sparse tensor for the memory. As we support C99 multidimensional arrays, whose size is not necessarily known at compile-time, when an array is sparsely accessed (e.g., the only element touched during execution is A[42][51]) storing its dense representation $0 - 42 \times 0 - 51$ would consume unnecessary memory.

3.4 Concrete Expression Evaluation

Equipped with a traversal mechanism and memory for the interpreter, we can now evaluate a program. A fundamental aspect of our system to be able to prove equivalence is the availability of a concrete expression evaluator that implements exactly the same concrete semantics as the target hardware. Indeed, in a nutshell, our interpreter will replace expressions like $j = 0; j++;\ print(j)$; by $\ print(1);$. This simplification is what makes our system robust to any implementation of the control-flow, and is fundamental for its execution time, but it requires a verified implementation of the concrete evaluator. This expression evaluator shall carefully implement the exact same behavior as the target architecture, for example as described in documentation of the HLS framework being used. Issues of overflow, handling of various bitwidths, type promotion, etc. must be exactly implemented as it would behave on the target hardware for our system to conclude a proof of equivalence, as otherwise different behavior may be observed when running on the concrete target hardware.

In this work we implemented the concrete semantics of the C language for integer expressions, supporting all available unary and binary operators, including bitfield manipulation. Our PAST-based integer expression evaluator is implemented using about 300 lines of C, making its manual verification accessible. We are however dependent on the compiler and test machine to correctly execute this program bug-free; using certified compilers such as CompCert [29] may be desired for increased confidence.

3.5 Overview Algorithm for SICF Interpretation

Algorithm 1 below outlines our approach to hybrid concrete/symbolic interpretation. Our implementation behaves identically, but is optimized for speed and minimizes the work done for each statement, reusing prior computations whenever possible, and caching per-statement analysis.

We remark the complementary nature of approaches such as KLEE [38] which computes a set of possible execution paths to support “symbolic” control-flow, by interpreting LLVM bytecode, but is mostly limited to integer symbolic variables; or Alive2 [31] which can expose fine bugs in LLVM programs. We target coverage of the “converse” case: supporting equivalence of symbolic expressions especially for floating-point operations or any well-defined type for symbolic variables, but requiring the control-flow can be completely computed by concrete interpretation at compile-time. Combining both approaches is the subject of future work. It leads to the following definition of the class of program we support:
We now present our approach to CDAG construction, by means of where the operands are named. That is, it is possible to first build a CDAG captures an expression that computes a single value [14]. This restriction serves as a sufficient condition for our purposes.

```
storeAsConcreteValue(writeLocation, Expr)
```

```
else
storeAsSymbolicCDAG(writeLocation, Expr)
```

```
Expr := BuildCDAGByReplacement(Expr)
```

as illustrated in Fig. 1. age, and only represent a computation, not how it is implemented, between concrete and symbolic values. integrating their construction with program interpretation, we the same CDAGs as we implement in this work. However, by finely
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intervening their construction with program interpretation, we the same CDAGs as we implement in this work. However, by finely
```

```
Intuitively, they can be built from a set of ordered instructions, as detailed in Sec. 5, we limit the set of variables considered for equivalence checking to the live-in/live-out values of the program. This restriction serves as a sufficient condition for our purposes.
```

```
4.2 Procedure for CDAG construction
```

```
4.2 Procedure for CDAG construction
```

```
We aim to build a CDAG for a variable incrementally, by interpreting expressions in the order they would be executed by the program. We first clone the AST of the original expression in the program, e.g. \( y[1] + A[1+N+j] \times x[j] \), and progressively rewrite it.
```

```
• We traverse the AST of the expression in postfix, and for every operation which has only concrete value(s) as operand we invoke the concrete expression evaluator, and replace the associated subtree with this concrete value. When a concrete variable is referenced in an expression, it is first replaced by its current concrete value from the interpreter memory.
```

```
• We then re-traverse this modified AST in postfix, now simplified from integer computations, e.g. the tree is now \( y[0] + A[0] \times x[0] \). For every variable left referenced in the AST, we replace it by its known current CDAG, if any, otherwise we create a symbolic node modeling this value, e.g. \( A[0] \) and \( x[0] \).
```

```
During this process, every symbolic variable being referenced has been replaced by the expression which computes its value. By design, the resulting tree can only refer to symbolic values (typically live-in data) and numerical constants. More specifically, we have:

```
4.3 Complexity Considerations
```

```
4.3 Complexity Considerations
```

```
CDAGs built as described above by repetitive replacement of variables referenced by their known CDAG so far have the fundamental property of being agnostic to how the computation is implemented, including if using local storage, however this comes at an important complexity cost: for a program that executes \( O(n) \) operations, its CDAG will have at least \( O(n) \) nodes. Taking for example matrix multiplication, it has \( O(n^3) \) FMA operations, therefore the CDAG will have at least \( O(n^3) \) nodes to represent these operations.
```

```
There exists also a degenerate case that can make CDAGs grow exponentially, for example when a variable is used at multiple places in the same expression, itself being in a reduction-style computation: \( s := s + s + s \) being repeated under a loop, leading to a final CDAG of \( O(3^n) \) in theory. In our implementation we address this problem by ensuring the space complexity remains roughly \( O(n) \) even in this case, using pointers and caching (shallow copies) to represent identical subtrees.
```

```
Finally, the complexity of our implementation for CDAG construction, both in time and space, is typically \( O(n) \) for a program executing \( O(n) \) operations for sequential verification. This aspect is fundamental to the performance of verification, as shown in Sec. 7.
```

```
```

```
```

```
```

```
``
5 EQUIVALENCE CHECKING

We now describe equivalence checking for sequential programs, and report possible bugs to the user and their location otherwise. Concurrency checking is presented in later Sec. 6. Intuitively the process amounts to checking full isomorphism of the CDAGs produced by $P_A$ and $P_B$ for the same memory cell, this for all memory locations that are live-in and live-out for the programs, that is, memory locations reachable outside the function(s) checked for equivalence. We also support a variety of rewrite-rule based normalizations to increase equivalence coverage, including support of transformations altering the order and count of operations.

5.1 Theoretical Foundation

By construction, our system can prove the equivalence of a pair of programs, under the hypothesis that all global arrays and function arguments do not alias. We require the ability to match data that is live-in (that is, read first before being written) and live-out (that is, alive after the program region terminates) between $P_A$ and $P_B$; this is easily achieved by encapsulating the regions to analyze in a single entry function with well-defined arguments.

**Theorem 2 (Equivalence of Programs).** Given two programs such that the interpreter terminates by reaching the end of their control-flow without error. They are semantically equivalent if, for every memory cell that is live-in/live-out to the programs, the CDAGs produced by each program for that cell are semantically equivalent.

The proof requires that $P_B$ replaces $P_A$ in a larger program, ensuring the same execution context necessarily for both. It requires that the integer expression evaluator implements exactly the concrete semantics of the target hardware, making code replacement via partial concrete evaluation in the program necessarily equivalent to the code before evaluation. As the interpreter can only terminate if exclusively concrete values are used in the control-flow and array subscripts, no other execution path than the one interpreted can exist for the given input programs. CDAGs are built by successive equivalent replacements, if the process terminates they correspond exactly to the output of the CDAGs after normalization only indicates the programs are equivalent under any temporary data. If CDAGs are identical for the same memory cell for both programs, then they must produce the same output value for this cell, they are equivalent if this is true for every live-in/out memory cell.

However, our framework does not prove non-equivalence in general. For example the absence of a rewrite rule in the system to show that $\text{pow}(x, 2)$ is equivalent to $x^2$ would prevent proving these two expressions equivalent. While our proof of equivalence holds for any superset of the semantics considered, exposing differences in CDAGs after normalization only indicates the programs may not be equivalent under a subset of the semantics.

**Corollary 1 (Non-Equivalence of Programs).** Given two programs such that the interpreter either fails to terminate, or such that their CDAGs are not shown to be semantically equivalent, then these two programs may be semantically equivalent.

To compute the isomorphism of CDAGs, we simply for each CDAG perform a merged prefix+postfix collection of its nodes to form a vector of size $2n$ for a CDAG of $n$ nodes, and check the strict structural equality of the two vectors obtained.

5.2 CDAG Normalizations

Our system can natively detect equivalence when the count and order of operations performed to produce a CDAG is identical for both $P_A$ and $P_B$. That is, $y[1] = A[x][N+n] \times y[j]$ is not equivalent with $y[1] = x[j] \times A[1][n+n+j]$; the CDAGs are not identical. To handle a wider class of equivalences, we augment the system with a post-normalization of CDAGs, if checking their isomorphism originally fails. This post-processing has a polynomial time complexity, while so far the entire processes presented had a time complexity linear in the number of operations executed by the programs.

Specifically, the user can declare valid semantics-preserving rewrite rules to be applied on the CDAGs. For example, commutativity may be allowed for floating point operations: $f_{fp}(a, b) \leftrightarrow f_{fp}(b, a)$ where $a, b$ are arbitrary subtrees. Then, for every rewrite rule provided, which may include rules that change operation count such as distributivity/factorization, we modify the CDAGs to apply them greedily until no more change can be achieved. This does not ensure completeness, but computes quickly enough to maintain practicality for the framework. In contrast, techniques like equality saturation [45] may be able to saturate the representation and bring completeness, but at a very high computational cost that is impractical for trees of thousands/millions of nodes as we manipulate. Note for the special case of associativity/commutativity, we implement a much faster approach, by simply sorting every commutative node in the CDAG and their children using a lexicographic ordering of the subtrees, leading to a canonical CDAG representation under associativity/commutativity.

6 VERIFICATION WHEN USING FIFOS

We now present our approach to verifying the insertion of FIFOs to communicate data between functions, and the associated program restructuring, is correct. We distinguish two cases: a sequential verification approach, where we assume FIFOs are of infinite depth; and a dataflow-style verification approach, where we assume FIFOs are of a finite depth, and functions manipulating FIFOs appear in a dataflow-style region such that they execute concurrently, being activated until waiting for data, based on FIFO readiness and use.

6.1 FIFOs in Sequential Verification

Our approach is a straightforward extension of our sequential verification approach presented earlier. We rely on the assumption that functions producing data appear prior to functions consuming that data in sequential execution order, a realistic assumption e.g. in the AMD Vitis toolchain for hls::stream FIFOs. We assume here FIFOs with infinite size, hence non-blocking writes.

We substitute the API calls in the program for reading/writing FIFOs by our own emulating read/write implementation, replacing them simply using (a) a self-growing array of same type as the FIFO, and a start/end position pointer; and (b) for every write we write the element to this array at the first available position end, then increasing it, and for reads we do the converse with start. This simple approach is not able to catch concurrency bugs such as deadlocks or races, in contrast to our dataflow-style verification below, however it allows to catch bugs in program restructuring and how the FIFO is used, while maintaining our target complexity of $O(n)$ time/space for $O(n)$ statements executed in the program.
6.2 FIFOs in Dataflow-style Programs

Handling FIFOs of a fixed depth in a dataflow-like implementation creates the need to handle a form of concurrent execution between functions, to expose possible deadlocks and race conditions. We limit in this work to supporting a coarse-grain dataflow-style of concurrency, for example coarse-grain #pragma HLS dataflow regions as supported by Vitis. Yet our work paves the way for support of more general concurrency between functions, as to address this problem we (a) made our interpreter robust to multitasking and interrupt-based halt/resume of function interpretation; and (b) designed a novel approach to interpretation that involves heavy memory snapshots and bookkeeping so that our verification holds for any possible valid concurrent schedule that can be executed, this while interpreting a single of these valid concurrent schedules.

Concurrent-capable interpreter. We equip our sequential interpreter with two important features. First, the ability to schedule a function to execute from a list of functions that are executing concurrently (e.g., those listed under the dataflow-style pragma). Second, the ability to interrupt and resume a particular function, at any point: this means we can implement waiting/interrupting a function until a particular semaphore has reached a value, and resume it when it did. We use this interrupt and semaphore approach to represent the blocking FIFO read/write, using semaphores to capture when a FIFO is ready to read or write.

Verification of concurrent functions. Our approach is fully implemented, and available in our open-source verification tool. Due to space constraints, we limit to passing the key intuitions regarding computing the earliest schedule of a concurrent program, and using this information to check for the absence of deadlocks and the absence of any read/write conflicts: data being read/written by different concurrent functions at possibly the same time in some valid concurrent schedule, and not present proofs here.

Concurrent verification approach. By design, our approach is fully independent of the target HLS toolchain used, we therefore implement a conservative verification: if there exists a schedule that can deadlock or race, amongst all possible valid scheduling or HLS approaches used, then we report so. In particular, we assume every instruction may execute in zero cycle, and only blocking reads/writes may trigger the necessity for some operations to happen before some others. That is, all synchronizations between concurrent functions that read/write to the same shared memory location must be explicit in the program, by using a blocking FIFO to synchronize these read/writes. To implement FIFOs, we use semaphores to communicate their readiness state between concurrent functions. FIFOs are implemented as arrays as for the sequential case, we now aim to ensure no deadlock nor read-write conflict.

Definition 3 (Semaphore and Timestamps). A semaphore is a counter with value \( v \) that represents the number of elements in a blocking FIFO with depth \( d \); a blocking read is possible when \( v > 0 \) and a blocking write is possible when \( v < d \). A timestamp \( T_s \in \mathbb{N} \) is assigned to every semaphore \( S \) used in function \( f \). Its value is 0 at start, and is incremented when a blocking read/write operation on \( S \) in \( f \) becomes ready.

We use \( T_s \) to build a monotonically increasing timestamp \( T_{S,f}(s) \) for all interpreted operations \( s \) (in their sequential order) in \( f \) that depend on the readiness of \( S \), and perform subsequent checks for deadlocks and read-write conflicts. We have:

**Definition 4 (Minimal Timestamp and concurrency).** Given two interpreted operations \( s_1, s_2 \) in the full program. Given \( T_{M,f}(s_1) = \min_S(T_{S,f}(s_1)) \) the minimal timestamp of \( s_1 \) in \( f \) (resp. \( s_2 \) in \( f_2 \)). If \( T_{M,f}(s_1) < T_{M,f}(s_2) \) then necessarily under any valid execution of the program \( s_1 \) must complete its execution before \( s_2 \) starts. Conversely, if \( T_{S,f}(s_1) = T_{S,f}(s_2) \) then there is a possible concurrent schedule executing both operations at the same time.

It is therefore sufficient to check the absence of read-write conflicts by considering any operation that accesses data shared between concurrent functions if they have the same timestamp:

**Definition 5 (Read/write conflict).** Given \( s_1, s_2 \) such that they access the same shared memory location, that is data non-local to the concurrent functions. If \( \exists T_{S,f}(s_1) = T_{S,f}(s_2) \) and one of these accesses is a write, then a read-write conflict can occur on a possible concurrent schedule.

If all concurrent functions have the same timestamp for each semaphore for every operation, they can be executed in any order and the semaphore values will be valid, but this is not the case otherwise. We must restore the semaphore values appropriately before resuming a concurrent function. This bookkeeping is done for all timestamp values associated to shared variables accesses. It increases space consumption, but at the benefit of allowing to interpret a single (specific) concurrent schedule while still proving correctness for all possible valid schedules.

Executing all functions concurrently requires storing the value history for semaphore \( S \) from \( T_{\min} \ldots T_{\max} \), where \( T_{\min} \) and \( T_{\max} \) are the current minimum and maximum timestamp values for \( S \) over all concurrent functions. Before resuming interpretation of a function the value of each semaphore at the relevant timestamp can be restored, and read-write conflicts can be checked across a range of histories for a particular memory cell, allowing to emulate fully concurrent execution sequentially. Details are available in our implementation [36]. This backup/restore step is fundamental for the general correctness of our approach, however it incurs a low-polynomial complexity, slowing the verification, as shown in Sec. 7 below.

Finally, deadlocks are detected using a simple approach: if the interpreter has one or more currently executing functions (i.e., not completed by reaching the end of their control-flow) that cannot make further progress, because of a blocking operation which has not reached a ready-state, then we report a deadlock:

**Definition 6 (Deadlock).** Given \( f_1, \ldots, f_n \) a set of concurrently executing functions. If \( \exists f_i \) in a blocking state which depends on semaphore \( S \) and no other \( f_j \) can update \( S \), either because they completed or because they do not modify \( S \), then the program deadlocks under a possible concurrent schedule.

We remark the importance of histories on semaphore values and restoring them before resuming a concurrent function, to consider all possible values for a semaphore to change state, and therefore conclude the absence of deadlocks.
Table 1: AutoSA Systolic array verification results. Left is sequential-only verification, right uses blocking FIFOs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Array Size</th>
<th>LoCs</th>
<th>#Stmts</th>
<th>#Nodes</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mem.</th>
<th>#Workers</th>
<th>#FIFOs</th>
<th>#Stmts</th>
<th>#Nodes</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mem.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2x2</td>
<td>1.1k</td>
<td>1.7k</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.01s</td>
<td>4MB</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.3k</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.01s</td>
<td>5MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>1.6k</td>
<td>7.5k</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.01s</td>
<td>5MB</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>17k</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>0.02s</td>
<td>7.5MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8x8</td>
<td>3.5k</td>
<td>41k</td>
<td>2.2k</td>
<td>0.05s</td>
<td>11MB</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>109k</td>
<td>2.2k</td>
<td>0.11s</td>
<td>21MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x16</td>
<td>10.5k</td>
<td>268k</td>
<td>17k</td>
<td>0.32s</td>
<td>46MB</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>1k</td>
<td>787k</td>
<td>17k</td>
<td>1.05s</td>
<td>132MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32x32</td>
<td>37.6k</td>
<td>1.9M</td>
<td>134k</td>
<td>2.76s</td>
<td>447MB</td>
<td>2.2k</td>
<td>4k</td>
<td>6.2M</td>
<td>134k</td>
<td>27.9s</td>
<td>1.6GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64x64</td>
<td>144.6k</td>
<td>14M</td>
<td>1.06M</td>
<td>24.1s</td>
<td>5.9GB</td>
<td>8.5k</td>
<td>16k</td>
<td>54M</td>
<td>1.06M</td>
<td>16m</td>
<td>34GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example and Discussions. Our approach provides a conservative analysis of read-write conflict and deadlocks: if there exists a possible schedule under which these occur, we report so. We illustrate with a simple example:

```
float x; // shared
fifo_t f;

void foo(int a) { a *= 1; x += 1; f.write(42); }
void bar(int a) { a *= 3; f.read(); x *= 3; }
```

Suppose we execute foo and bar concurrently. To ensure that reads and writes to the shared variable x do not execute at the same time, under any possible schedule, inserting a blocking FIFO write/read is sufficient to synchronize them. Specifically, operations of foo are assigned a timestamp, 0, for all. Similarly for bar, up to the blocking read. When the read changes status (data is available to read after interpreting f.write(42)), the timestamp for the next operation in bar is incremented to 1. When checking whether a read/write conflict exists, we have the tuples foo (0, x, read) and bar (1, x, write) being distinct, so no conflict is reported here (1 ≠ 0). Note the final CDAG for x is (x + 1) * 3 here.

But suppose the f.write and f.read are absent. We assume zero latency for operations: the accesses to x would occur at the same virtual timestamp: 0, for both foo and bar, and we would report a read/write conflict on x; foo (0, x, read) and bar (0, x, write) have identical prefix and a read-write sequence. However when synthesizing this program with a particular HLS toolchain, operations have non-zero latencies, and accesses to x may happen at different cycles even without the blocking FIFO. It is enough to have a latency of 1 cycle for + and 10 for * (assuming data accesses are achieved in 1 cycle) for this program to execute foo before accesses to x in bar are executed, leading to a deterministic execution.

Now suppose only f.write is absent. Interpreting foo runs to completion, however bar is actively waiting (blocking read) on f. As it cannot further change state, we report a deadlock as per Def. 6.

Our approach is a conservative analysis for concurrency correctness, which can incur false negatives: we may report conflicts that could be addressed by actual timing in the final design. We never generate false positives: if we report the absence of deadlocks and read/write conflicts, then under any possible valid concurrent schedule or HLS approach, the programs cannot have any conflict.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All experiments are performed on Intel Alder Lake Core i9 12900K, with 128GB of RAM, 30MB cache and running at 5.2GHz single-core frequency. All verification experiments use a single CPU core. We use AMD Vitis HLS v2022.1 to simulate and synthesize designs.

7.1 Verifying A Systolic Array Compiler
Systolic array compilers generate high-performance systolic designs from high-level functional descriptions [11, 26, 40, 43]. However, formally verifying the generated designs remains a challenge due to the complex transformations during compilation and the dataflow parallel nature of systolic architectures. We generate systolic arrays of different sizes for matrix multiply kernels with AutoSA [43], and verify the generated HLS program against the input high-level functional description in C, which is a 5-line matrix-multiply kernel. Tab. 1 lists the verification results. On the left, we present sequential-only verification, and when considering fixed-depth FIFOs using coarse-grain dataflow on the right. The number of Lines of Code (LoC) in the input program, number of statements interpreted (Stmts), number of nodes in the final CDAGs for the live-in/out variables checked for equivalence (Nodes), time to complete interpretation of this file, and maximal memory used during the process. We note the significant time and memory cost of performing deadlock/race detection for any valid concurrent schedule, the number of concurrent Workers and number of FIFOs is displayed. Note the time to interpret the original 5-line matrix-multiply kernel, and verify the equivalence of CDAGs, is negligible here. It amounts to 2.5s for 64x64, less than 1s for all others. We have also manually inserted bugs in the code, to validate that our tool can successfully catch them. No bug was found in the codes produced by AutoSA.

7.2 Verifying Customizations in HeteroCL
HeteroCL is a domain-specific compiler with decoupled customizations for hardware accelerator designs [16, 25, 46].

PolyBench/HCL: We implement and customize the PolyBench polyhedral benchmark suite [37] with HeteroCL, and verify the customized kernels. PolyBench consists of 30 kernels covering data mining, linear algebra kernels and solvers, and stencil kernels. We customize the kernels with optimizations listed in Tab. 3. We choose the medium kernel sizes for verification to demonstrate real-world problem sizes. The number of statements of the medium-size benchmarks ranges from 239K (jacobi_1d) to 1.6 billion (Floyd_warshall), the median number of statements is 22M (heat_3d). Verification time ranges from 1.1 second to 2.1 hours, with a median run time of 192s. The memory footprint ranges from 0.1 MB to 172 GB, with a median memory footprint of 3.5 GB.

BERT: Transformer on FPGA Accelerator: Transformer delivers state-of-the-art performance for various tasks in NLP and vision [41]. The building block of transformer models is matrix-multiplication, which provides abundant opportunities for hardware acceleration [22]. We build an FPGA accelerator for the BERT-base model [13] with 12 attention heads, an input feature dimension
of 768, and a hidden dimension of 3072 in the feed-forward network. The BERT accelerator is implemented with HeteroCL, and customized with optimizations listed in Tab. 3. We deploy the accelerator on an AMD U280 FPGA with three Super-Logic Regions (SLRs). To meet the timing requirement at the routing stage, we add an additional customization to establish new function boundaries to group kernels and assign them to each SLR. The BERT accelerator verification executes 1.37B statements and checks 693M CDAG nodes, taking 27 minutes, and has a memory footprint of 56.9 GB.

Table 3: HLS optimizations considered in evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimization</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reorder</td>
<td>Loop reordering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tile</td>
<td>Loop tiling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stream</td>
<td>Use FIFO streaming between two HLS kernels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>line/window buffer</td>
<td>Insert reuse buffers to cache rows/columns of input matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>write buffer</td>
<td>Insert write buffers to cache partial results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double buffer</td>
<td>Create ping-pong buffers and alternating read/write logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unify</td>
<td>Unify multiple functions for resource sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>layout</td>
<td>Transform memory layout</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 Verifying Intel HLS Examples

Since we verify transformations before HLS, our verification method is not limited to any specific HLS tools or vendors. We verify the example HLS designs from Intel HLS [18] against their C reference program in the testbench. The Intel HLS sample designs consist of five kernels: counter, image downsampling, interpolation and decimation filters, Gram-Schmidt QR factorization, and YUV-to-RGB color space conversion. The customizations of the HLS kernels include loop reordering, unrolling, and customized storage implementation. For example, the interpolation and decimation filter kernels use a temporary partial delay line to break loop-carried dependency. We verify all five cases in under 2 minutes. The example with the largest problem size is QR factorization, which takes 63.6 seconds to verify, and has a memory footprint of 1.4GB.

7.4 Verifying Compositions of Optimizations

Some optimizations do not change the program semantics alone, but may cause bugs when composed with other optimizations. Some optimizations only preserve semantics when composed with others. We select two representative kernels to apply specifications of HLS optimizations: two-conv for two back-to-back 2D convolution kernels, binary-conv for a binary convolution kernel on 4D input tensors. The input size of the two-conv kernel is 8×8, and both convolution kernels are 3×3. The binary-conv input size is \((N, C, H, W) = (1, 3, 8, 8)\) and the convolution kernel dimension is \((OC, IC, K, K) = (2, 3, 3, 3)\). Tab. 2 shows the verification results on optimizations, including the number of CDAG nodes and running time. We discuss each specification with cases listed in the table.

FIFO stream and line buffers. The original two-conv program has an array to store the intermediate result. The second convolution kernel reads the intermediate array in a sliding window. Case T.1 adds a line buffer to the second convolution kernel to increase data reuse and serialize the data access. Case T.2 simply replaces the intermediate array with a streaming FIFO. Without a line buffer in the second kernel to serialize its data access, this optimization causes an access pattern violation. Case T.3 implements the correct composition of both optimizations.

Loop reorder and reuse buffers. Some HLS optimizations make certain assumptions about the program, and further optimizations that break the assumptions can cause bugs. For example, reuse buffer insertion assumes a certain loop order to load correct data. In case B.1, we verify that loop reordering from channel-first (NCHW) to channel-last (NHWC) does not change program semantics. In case B.2, we first insert a reuse buffer at height \((H)\) loop to create a line buffer, then insert another reuse buffer at width \((W)\) loop to create a window buffer, and we verify that inserting reuse buffers does not cause bugs either. However, when we apply reordering after reuse buffer insertion, the output channel \((C)\) loop is moved inside the width \((W)\) loop, causing line buffer load repeated input rows. As shown in Tab. 2 case B.3, our tool detects this issue caused by optimization dependency violation.

Layout transformations. We transform the memory layout of the input multi-dimensional array from channel-first (NCHW) to channel-last (NHWC) in case B.4. Memory layout transformation benefits access locality, but changes the program semantics. Our tool correctly reports the difference in case B.4.

7.5 Detecting Simulation Mismatches

C simulation can miss critical issues such as over-bound array access, which leads to hard-to-debug issues and may only be discovered during RTL co-simulation. This case study demonstrates how our tool efficiently finds memory partition bugs that C simulation does not uncover. Lst. 2 shows such an example: applying array partitioning on a loop kernel with over-bound array access.

Since C/C++ stores arrays in contiguous memory, the over-bound array access \(A[1][3]\) overflows to the next row \(A[1][4]\). Such over-bound access does not happen in the synthesized RTL design. Our tool symbolically evaluates the array index expression. For array partitioning, it creates separate arrays for each subarray, and treats the original array as a live-in variable. Therefore, it
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status. 64x64 shows limits in memory usage.

7.6 Verification Time and Scalability
We typically verify functions such as GEMM at a rate of about 0.5
million statements per second, amounting to about 0.8MFlop/s, for
problem sizes of 5002 and less. The process of proving 2 CDAGs
equivalent is typically a negligible factor in the total time, and time
is dominated by the number of instructions to interpret. Limits
are dominated by memory usage: the CDAGs grow in space con-
sumption linearly with the number of operations, with O(500M)
FLOPs in reductions using 50GB. Future work includes run-time
pression of CDAGs for increased scalability.
Note however as illustrated in Sec. 7.1, for concurrent verification
there are significantly more instructions to execute due to the check-
semaphore/update-semaphore operations that need to be executed,
and more importantly, significantly larger space being consumed
due to the bookkeeping of memory snapshots when workers change
status.

8 RELATED WORK
Our framework can prove the equivalence of C-style programs under
a wide set of code transformations, albeit limited to the class of
Statically Interpretable Control-Flow. We are not aware of any tool
which can support the same set of programs and/or transformations,
but numerous prior works address a similar problem. PolyCheck is
a system to prove equivalence of an affine program and its trans-
formed variant via dynamic analysis [6] and supports "arbitrary"
iteration reordering transformations. It is however fundamentally
limited by the need to find a matching between statements in both
programs, preventing it from supporting statement transformations,
as well as data/storage transformations. In contrast, our framework
does not require the programs to be affine, and supports a vastly
richer class of transformations. ISA [1, 42] supports parametric
loop bounds, and proves equivalence between a pair of programs.
However it remains highly limited in transformation coverage [6],
preventing its deployment for complex HLS optimizations. Other
approaches have been developed, e.g. [20, 39] however they are
typically limited in applicability, that is the space of program trans-
formations supported. In general, numerous approaches to prove
the equivalence of expressions, in restricted contexts, have been
developed, including using equality saturation [44, 45], however
the computational complexity of such approaches prevents
manipulating complex programs with a rich transformation coverage.
Deep learning methods have also been proposed to handle equiva-
ence under a rewrite rule system, but the approach only handles programs of a few hundred nodes, without loops [24].
An approach complementary to ours is KLEE [2, 38]. It also uses
a form of interpretation, to build a set of feasible execution paths
for a program, discovering invariants and proving equivalence of
complex programs, including pointer-based data structures. Com-
p lex techniques have been built to discover equivalence between
programs including to verify processors, e.g., [5, 23]. Preliminary
extensions for floating point support have also been developed [30],
however they do not scale to the problem sizes nor program com-
plexity we manipulate. KLEE implements a different symbolic inter-
pretation approach, ours is specialized for equivalence of programs
with a single concretely interpretable CFG path and concretely
interpretable array subscripts, in order to trade-off generality for
speed. We limit coverage to fixed problem sizes (which are highly
relevant in HLS-based designs), but can operate at order(s) of mag-
nitude faster speed than KLEE due to our linear complexity for
CDAGs construction and equivalence checking, as well as operat-
ing on C semantics. It therefore very significantly widens the class
of programs supported for equivalence checking in feasible time.
Other approaches to check the correctness of a program transform-
function include translation validation [33], including for specialized
languages like Halide [8], and HLS [7, 21]. Vericert is a verified
HLS framework [17], akin to CompCert [29]. We target source-to-
source equivalence, outside of a compiler framework, making our
tool agnostic to the optimization framework used, and supporting
user-implemented code transformations. Testing is also a classical
approach, typically checking the output data produced by two pro-
grams is identical, but no proof is guaranteed. Finally, co-
simulation is often performed before final deployment to ensure a design’s cor-
rectness [19], but as shown in Sec. 7 this execution-based approach
may miss bugs that our framework can detect.

9 CONCLUSION
Proving the equivalence between two different implementations
of the same program provides a verification of correctness of the
optimizations for HLS implemented by either humans or tools.
Focusing on source-to-source transformations for HLS and imposing
sensible restrictions on the programs supported, we have developed
a framework that can prove that the result of applying numerous
fundamental optimizations, such as data buffering, FIFO-based com-
munications and arbitrary loop transformations, preserves the exact
semantics of the original program. Our framework can also verify
the correctness of advanced transformations, such as those imple-
mented by an automatic systolic array generator. However, this
comes at the cost of restricting the class of programs supported
statically-interpretable control-flow programs, which typically
requires known problem sizes at verification time.
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